
 
ALBANY CITY COUNCIL 

AGENDA 

cityofalbany.net 
   

Monday, May 9, 2022 
4:00 p.m. 

Council Chambers, City Hall 
333 Broadalbin Street SW 

Hybrid Format 
Watch on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/cityofalbany 

Watch on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cityofalbany/live_videos 
 

Please be respectful and help the meeting to proceed efficiently by refraining from applause, cheering, displaying signs, 
or other disruptions. Presenters and members of the public participating virtually will keep microphones muted and 
cameras off. If a participant disrupts the meeting, the participant’s microphone and camera will be turned off. If 
disruption continues, the participant will be removed from the meeting. 
 

4:00 p.m. Call to order and roll call 
 
4:05 p.m. Business from the public 

Persons wanting to provide comments may: 
1- Submit written comments and/or register to speak at www.cityofalbany.net/council/materials 

before noon on the day of the meeting; or 
2- Appear in person at the meeting and register to speak using the sign-up sheet. 

 
4:10 p.m.  SDC Methodology Evaluation – Rob Emmons and Deb Galardi  [Pages 2-8] 
 Discussion 
  
4:55 p.m. Business from the council 
 
5:05 p.m. City manager report 
 
5:15 p.m. Recess to Executive Session to discuss labor negotiations in accordance with ORS 192.660 

(2)(d) – Holly Roten 
  
5:55 p.m. Reconvene                                                                                                               Motion________ 
  
6:00 p.m. Adjournment 

 
This meeting is accessible to the public via video connection. The location for in-person attendance is 

accessible to people with disabilities. If you have a disability that requires accommodation, please notify city 
staff at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting at: cityclerk@cityofalbany.net. 

 
Testimony provided at the meeting is part of the public record. Meetings are recorded, capturing both in-

person and virtual participation, and are posted on the City website. 
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MEMO 

 

cityofalbany.net 
   

TO: Albany City Council 
 
VIA: Peter Troedsson, City Manager 

Chris Bailey, Public Works Director 

FROM: Robert Emmons, P.E., Assistant City Engineer 
 
DATE: December 6, 2021, for the December 13, 2021, City Council Work Session 
 
SUBJECT: Residential System Development Charge Methodology Options 

Action Requested: 
Provide direction to staff regarding possible modifications to how System Development Charges (SDCs) are 
assessed to residential development. 

Background: 
Since the adoption of House Bill 2001 (HB2001) by the Oregon state legislature in 2019, the City has been 
working to implement the provisions of the bill. Simultaneously, the City Council has asked staff to develop 
options and review City programs that may reduce housing affordability concerns. As a result, city council has 
directed staff to evaluate how SDCs could be modified to account for a variety of residential home sizes. 
Although this effort, by itself, may not have a significant impact on the cost of a home, it is a small piece of the 
puzzle over which the City has some control.  

At the June 21, 2021, council work session, staff reviewed the basics of SDCs and how they are assessed to 
residential and other types of development. The council memo is attached for your review as Attachment A. 
Staff recommends the council review this memo in preparation for the December 13 discussion, in particular 
the “Summary of SDC Methodologies” section. In August, the City contracted with Galardi Rothstein Group 
to evaluate our current method of assessing SDCs to residential development, how other cities in Oregon are 
charging residential SDCs, and options to modify the way we currently charge SDCs to residential development. 

Discussion: 
Currently, single-family homes in Albany are assessed the same water, wastewater, and transportation SDC 
charges without consideration of the size of the home. This means that single-family homes are assessed an 
SDC amount that presumes the same impact on each of these city utilities, regardless of their size. During the 
upcoming work session on December 13, we will quickly review our current method of assessing residential 
SDCs, look at how other Cities are assessing residential SDCs, and review options to restructure our approach 
to assessing water, wastewater, and transportation SDCs. The goals of this discussion are to: learn how SDC 
methodology could be modified to account for a variety of residential home sizes and their varied impact to 
city utilities; and to discuss whether, and in what way, the City should modify our SDC methodologies with this 
information in mind.  

Budget Impact: 
None.  
 
RE:kc 

Attachment A for May 9, 2022, Work Session 
Residential System Development Charge Methodology Options
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MEMO 

cityofalbany.net 

TO: Albany City Council 

VIA: Peter Troedsson, City Manager 

Chris Bailey, Public Works Director 

FROM: Robert Emmons, P.E., Assistant City Engineer 

DATE: June 14, 2021, for the June 21, 2021, City Council Work Session 

SUBJECT: System Development Charge Methodology Evaluation 

Action Requested: 
Information only.  

Discussion: 
The upcoming system development charge (SDC) review is the first step to help comply with House Bill 2001 
(HB2001) and to address City Council’s direction to evaluate if SDCs can be modified to account for a variety 
of single-family home sizes.  Before a more in-depth discussion can occur on possible SDC modifications, it is 
important to update council and staff on how City SDCs are currently implemented considering SDC 
legislation. Later this summer and fall, City staff will update the city council on possible SDC modifications or 
updates to City policy that help comply with HB2001 and council goals. 

HB2001 was passed by the Oregon legislature in 2019. HB2001 allows middle housing development in areas 
zoned for single-family housing. City staff has been working with Council on implementing the requirements 
of this new law. One of the bill’s requirements is for local governments to consider ways to increase the 
affordability of middle housing by considering policy changes that include, among other things, waiving or 
deferring SDCs. The bill does not require any changes to SDC policy but requires the evaluation of such 
changes. Additionally, city council has directed staff to evaluate SDCs to assess how they may be updated to 
reflect a reduced fee for smaller homes. Specifically, can SDC methodologies be updated to more accurately 
account for the impact of middle housing and/or smaller single-family homes on city systems?   

SDC Legislation in Oregon 

In the 1989 Oregon state legislative session, a bill was passed that created a uniform framework for the 
establishment of SDCs statewide. This legislation (Oregon Revised Statute [ORS] 223.297-223.314), became 
effective on July 1, 1991, (with subsequent amendments), authorizes local governments to assess SDCs for the 
following types of capital improvements: 

• Drainage and flood control

• Water supply, treatment, and distribution

• Wastewater collection, transmission, treatment, and disposal

• Transportation

• Parks and recreation

Attachment A

Attachment A for May 9, 2022, Work Session 
Residential System Development Charge Methodology Options
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ALBANY CITY COUNCIL  Page 2 of 5 

June 14, 2021, for the June 21, 2021, City Council Work Session 

This legislation allows local governments to have some latitude in selecting technical approaches and 
establishing policies used to develop and administer SDCs. This latitude is established in the methodology used 
to determine the SDC fee for each system. Generally, SDCs are established based on impact to their respective 
system and do not consider social economic factors. In Albany, the authority to impose system development 
charges is contained generally in Chapter 15.16 of the Albany Municipal Code (AMC). 

 

The legislation also provides guidelines on the calculation and modification of SDCs, accounting requirements 
to track SDC revenues and expenditures, and the adoption of administrative review procedures. Although not 
specifically addressed in the legislation, SDC fees may be financed. 

 

SDC Structure 

Albany’s SDCs are developed around two concepts: (1) a reimbursement fee, and (2) an improvement fee. The 
reimbursement fee is based on the costs of capital improvements already constructed. This compensates 
ratepayers for their prior funding of capital investments because excess capacity is available to accommodate 
growth.  SDC legislation requires the reimbursement fee be established by an ordinance or resolution defining 
the methodology used to calculate the charge. The objective of the methodology is that future development 
contributes their fair share of the capital costs of existing facilities. Use of reimbursement fee revenue is restricted 
to capital expenditures for the specific system which they are assessed, including debt service, and perpetual life 
replacement projects. 

 

The improvement fee is designed to help recover the cost of planned capital improvements that add system 
capacity to serve future development. Improvement fees must be spent on capacity increasing capital projects 
identified in an approved plan. The methodology establishing an improvement fee must be specified in an 
ordinance or resolution that considers the projected costs of capital improvements identified in an adopted plan. These 
projects must increase capacity in the system to meet the demands of new development. Use of improvement 
fee revenue is restricted to capacity increasing capital projects for the specific system which they are assessed, 
including debt service. 

 

Albany’s goal is that growth will be met through a combination of existing available utility capacity and future 
capacity-enhancing improvements. Therefore, the law allows, and Albany has implemented, a combined fee 
(reimbursement plus improvement component).  

 

SDC Credits 

The legislation requires a credit be provided to the improvement fee for the construction of “qualified public 
improvements” by a developer. Qualified public improvements are improvements that are required as a 
condition of development, identified in the system’s capital improvement program, and either (1) not located 
on or contiguous to the property being developed, or (2) located on or contiguous to the property being 
developed and required to be built larger or with greater capacity than is necessary for the development project. 

 

SDC Update and Review 

The methodology for establishing improvement or reimbursement fees shall be available for public inspection. 
The local government must maintain a list of persons who have made a written request for notification prior 
to the adoption or amendment of such fees. The legislation includes provisions regarding notification of 
hearings and filing for reviews. The criteria for adjusting the SDC rate, which do not constitute a change in the 
methodology, is defined as changes to costs of materials, labor, or real property as applied to projects in the 
required approved plan. The change in cost must be an index published for purposes other than SDC rate 
setting. 

 

Attachment A

Attachment A for May 9, 2022, Work Session 
Residential System Development Charge Methodology Options
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ALBANY CITY COUNCIL  Page 3 of 5 

June 14, 2021, for the June 21, 2021, City Council Work Session 

Other SDC Provisions 

Other provisions of the legislation require: 

• Preparation of a capital improvement program or comparable plan (prior to the establishment of an SDC), 
that includes a list of the improvements that the jurisdiction intends to fund in whole or in part with SDC 
revenues and the estimated timing, cost, and eligible portion of each improvement. 

• Deposit of SDC revenues into dedicated accounts and annual accounting of revenues and expenditures, 
including a list of the amount spent on each project funded, in whole or in part, by SDC revenues. 

• Creation of an administrative appeals procedure, in accordance with the legislation, whereby a citizen or 
other interested party may challenge an expenditure of SDC revenues. 

 

Summary of SDC Methodologies 

 

Transportation SDC Methodology 

The current Transportation SDC Methodology was adopted in 2011 after the completion of the 2010 
Transportation System Plan. In the interest of promoting economic development, council deemed it desirable 
to charge less than the legally allowable charge of $17,832 per vehicle trip (indexed to April 2021).  This was 
accomplished by creating a funded and unfunded list to limit the number of SDC-eligible projects.  As a result, 
the fee was reduced to $4,446 per vehicle trip (Indexed to April 2021). The project lists within the methodology 
were modified in 2013, 2015, 2017, 2018, and again in 2020 to reflect new project priority levels.   

 

A bullet point summary of the methodology is listed below, which contains the major elements of how the 
methodology is structured and implemented.  

• Transportation SDC Fee: – Combined: Improvement and Reimbursement 

• Transportation Policies: 

▪ Any development that adds trips to the transportation system shall pay the appropriate fee as 
determined by the methodology. 

▪ No exceptions to the payment of SDC will be allowed including non-profits, low-income 
development, and public facilities. 

▪ The Transportation SDC shall apply to the specific lot or tract for which it is issued. Any 
change of use which add additional trips to the transportation system shall cause an additional 
SDC to be paid. 

▪ Transportation SDC fees shall be adjusted for inflation each year based on the Engineering 
News Record (ENR) Construction Cost Index (CCI) for Seattle. 

 

• How the Transportation SDC Fee is Assessed to Development: 

▪ Transportation SDCs are charged to residential, commercial, and industrial development. 

▪ The transportation SDC is based on the cost per vehicle trip with each development assessed 
a specific number of vehicle trips based on the International Transportation Engineering 
(ITE) Manual. 

▪ Albany uses the Peak PM Trip as listed in the ITE manual for each specific development. 

 

Water SDC Methodology 

The current Water SDC Methodology was adopted in 2004 after the completion of the 2004 Water Master 
Plan. The Water SDC Methodology was updated in 2019 and involved updating project costs and moving 
completed projects from the improvement project list to the reimbursement project list. This resulted in an 
overall increase to the SDC and a shift in dollars from the improvement fee to the reimbursement fee. The 

Attachment A

Attachment A for May 9, 2022, Work Session 
Residential System Development Charge Methodology Options
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ALBANY CITY COUNCIL  Page 4 of 5 

June 14, 2021, for the June 21, 2021, City Council Work Session 

adopted methodology resulted in a maximum allowable fee of $3,955 per single-family residence ¾” water 
meter (Indexed to April 2021). The maximum allowable fee represented a significant increase over the existing 
fee; therefore, council recommended phasing-in the maximum allowable fee in five equal steps. Council 
implemented the second phase-in step in 2021.   

 

A bullet point summary of the methodology is listed below which contains the major elements of how the 
methodology is structured and implemented. 

• Water SDC Fee – Combined: Improvement and Reimbursement 

• Water Policies 

▪ Any development that adds new connections to the water system shall pay the appropriate fee 
as determined by the methodology. 

▪ To ensure equity, no exceptions to the payment of SDC will be allowed including non-profits, 
low-income development, and public facilities or other water customers connecting to or 
intensifying their use of the water system. 

▪ The Water SDC shall apply to the specific lot or tract for which it is issued. Any change of use 
which adds additional connections or intensifications of use to the water system shall cause an 
additional SDC to be paid. 

▪ Water SDC fees shall be adjusted for inflation each year based on the ENR CCI (Seattle) 
 

• How the Water SDC Fee is Assessed to Development: 

▪ Water SDCs are charged to residential, commercial, and industrial development. 

▪ The Water SDC fees are based on water meter size. The rationale is, the larger the water meter, 
the more water is available to the development resulting in a larger demand/impact to the 
water system. 

▪ Water meters are rated by their Hydraulic Capacity Factor. The capacity of various water meter 
sizes is compared to the hydraulic capacity of a standard ¾-inch water meter. 

 

Wastewater SDC Methodology 

The wastewater SDC methodology was updated in 2019, which resulted in an overall increase to the SDC and 
the addition of a compliance fee intended to cover the cost of complying with SDC law. The adopted 
methodology resulted in a maximum allowable fee of $8,060 per equivalent dwelling unit (Indexed to April 
2021). The maximum allowable fee represented a significant increase over the existing fee. As a result, council 
decided to develop a funded and unfunded list, which resulted in a reduced fee of $5,030 per equivalent dwelling 
unit (Indexed to April 2021). Council recommended to phase-in the reduced fee in five equal steps. Council 
implemented the second phase-in step in 2021.  

 

A bullet point summary of the methodology is listed below, which contains the major elements of how the 
methodology is structured and implemented. 

• Wastewater SDC Fee – Combined: Improvement, Reimbursement and Compliance Charge 

• Wastewater Policies – There are no specific City policies listed in the Wastewater Methodology Report. 

• How the Wastewater SDC Fee is Assessed to Development: 

▪ Wastewater SDCs are charged to residential, commercial, and industrial development. 

▪ Wastewater SDCs are assessed based on the impact of an Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU). 
The impact of an EDU is calculated by estimating the flow and loading (strength) from a 
typical single-family dwelling as measured at the Wastewater Treatment Plant.  (1 EDU = 1 
single-family dwelling) 

Attachment A

Attachment A for May 9, 2022, Work Session 
Residential System Development Charge Methodology Options
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June 14, 2021, for the June 21, 2021, City Council Work Session 

▪ Furthermore, the base (residential) EDU rate is scaled up for higher strength commercial 
customers. For industrial customers, the charge is based on actual measured flows and 
loadings. 

 

Parks SDC Methodology 

The draft Parks SDC Methodology was presented to city council in January 2021, along with a new draft Parks 
Master Plan. The Parks Master Plan was adopted in January 2021. Council asked that the draft Parks SDC 
methodology be updated to include accommodations for housing of various sizes. The draft methodology 
resulted in a maximum allowable fee of $4,088 per demand-adjusted user (Indexed to April 2020).  
 
A bullet point summary of the methodology is listed below which contains the major elements of how the 
methodology is structured and implemented. 

• Parks SDC Fee – Combined: Improvement and Reimbursement and Compliance Charge 

• Parks SDC Policies (Existing) 

▪ Housing for low income or elderly persons which is exempt from real property taxes under 
Oregon state law are exempt from the Parks Systems Development Charge. 

▪ Nursing homes, congregate care, or assisted care housing facilities containing three or more 
housing units and designed for the professionally assisted care of elderly or disabled persons 
are exempt from the Parks Systems Development Charge. 

▪ The Parks SDC shall apply to the specific lot or tract for which it is issued. Any change of use 
which adds additional impact shall cause an additional SDC to be paid. 

• How the Parks SDC Fee is Assessed to Development (Proposed in Draft): 

▪ Parks SDCs are proposed for both residential and non-residential (commercial/industrial) 
development. 

▪ The Park SDC fees is based on a demand-adjusted user with one resident equaling 0.11 
employee. 

▪ SDC fees for residential development are assessed based on interpreting data from the US 
Census Bureau for number of occupants by house size.  This makes accommodation for small 
versus large homes. For non-residential development, fees are assessed based on the number 
of employees per square foot based on employment densities. 

 

Budget Impact: 
None.  

 

RE:kr 
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